
Cute Katy Nurseries  
forYour Bundle of Joy

Written by Natalie Cook Clark

Baby

Consider adding a convertible crib and comfy 
chair for a nursery that will grow with your child

Room
for
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AAfter the phone calls and congratulatory wishes, most parents-to-be begin 
thinking about cute and comforting ways to decorate a nursery and welcome 
their baby home. You don’t always have to wait to find out the child’s gender 
before stocking up on the necessities. Many Katy parents begin thinking of 
decorating ideas and registries before they know if they will be having a boy 
or a girl, according to Babies-R-Us in Katy. With a variety of staple furniture 
pieces that can be accented to coordinate with a room’s theme, you can begin 
creating a cozy haven for your baby early on. 

Growing Themes
Nursery planning typically kicks into gear once you know if you are having a 
boy or a girl. Then, you can choose a fun theme that ties in all elements of the 
room and sets the stage for a great beginning. Katy mom Jessica Huntoon had 
an important consideration in mind when deciding on a nursery theme for her 
first daughter, Hanna. “I wanted a theme that could grow with her,” explains 
Huntoon. Her plan was successful. Hanna is now in kindergarten and her 
nursery theme of butterflies and dragonflies is still prevalent in her new big girl 
room. Really, the nursery theme is for the parents and not the baby. By picking 
something that they can grow with, the theme will hopefully be loved by the 
baby, too, and become something they enjoy. “Now Hanna loves butterflies and 
just pretty bugs,” Huntoon says. 
 

Thinking Inside the Box
You don’t always have to think outside the box again for your second child. 
Huntoon loved the theme of Hanna’s room, so she reused the idea for her 
second daughter Lyla, now two and a half. With a few changes, Huntoon 
transformed the room into a unique space. Lyla’s nursery includes flowers in 
the theme and is more purple and green than Hanna’s, which had more pink in 
the color scheme. 

Convertible cribs are one popular trend that can take your child into their tod-
dler years and beyond. These are great, sturdy cribs that can also convert into 
a child’s bed when you buy the extended package for it. This way, the crib can 
serve your baby longer and grow with them when they outgrow the crib. It was 
important to Huntoon to get this type of crib, so that it would last longer for 
her girls. Since they tend be sturdier and heavier, they are also a great option 
for people with large dogs who fear they could frequently peek in on the baby.
 

Update family heirloom pieces with 
soft pastels and modern furnishings
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Round cribs are not only 
stylish, they also take up 
less space in the nursery.

A Family Touch
Many parents may want to incorporate a family touch to the 
nursery. Lisa and Graham Tidbury of Katy chose the theme of the 
Australian outback for their 4-month-old son Grayson’s nursery. 
Though the idea may seem unique to most, it was the first the 
couple had, since Graham’s parents live in Australia and are far 
from their grandson. “We wanted to honor his grandparents that 
live abroad,” Lisa explains. Even though it was challenging for them 
to find accessories to complement their nursery’s creative them, 
they enjoyed every minute of it. When the usual baby stores were 
lacking cute baby kangaroos and koala bears, Lisa found a friend in 
Ebay, which proved that most any theme can be achieved. 

The Tidbury’s also personalized their son’s nursery by refurbishing 
Graham’s old dresser. The dresser had once been in Graham’s nurs-
ery and it had been remodeled and used throughout his life. Once 
they learned that they were having a son, the dresser was sanded 
and painted to coordinate with the room. This brought a very per-
sonal touch to the nursery and also proved to be a great way to save 
some money. Lisa made sure to include her family’s old rocking 
chair in the nursery, too. This was the chair that her mother had 
used to rock her to sleep and she loved the sentimental touch.

Drawing on the Past
Brande Jones of Katy turned to the talent of a family member for 
the color inspiration of her son, Chapman’s circus-themed nursery. 
Jones’ husband had recently lost his aunt, a talented painter to can-
cer. One of her paintings was of the classic childhood Raggedy Ann 
and Andy dolls. Jones hung the painting in the nursery, using its 
bright red and primary colors in the nursery theme. “I loved how it 
turned out and was happy to see a family painting as the center 
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Gina Zummo-Payne used whimsical jungle 
animals to decorate for her Katy cutie, tying the 

theme together with blues and browns

Using different shades of a single 
color can brighten any nursery

Teddy bear quilts and plush animals 
give this nursery a child-friendly feel

A bright strip of color 
lining the walls can tie any 
room’s theme together 
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Note: Toys are for decorative purposes only and should not be placed with baby inside the crib.



Choose a wall mural that will 
grow with the child beyond 

the baby years.

piece,” she says. She was also lucky to have a lot of help decorating 
from her mother, who is a professional decorator and who was all 
too willing to help prepare a masterpiece for her grandson. 

Enjoying Every Minute
From choosing a theme to selecting a color, there are many things 
to consider when designing a baby nursery. Lisa Tidbury encour-
ages parents designing a space for their cutie to have fun with the 
project. “Don’t stress out too much,” she says. “Make it an enjoyable 
time.” Make your nursery a place where you love to be with your 
baby and then it will be the perfect nursery for you. KM

NATALIE COOK CLARK is thrilled to be back in her hometown of 
Katy and writing once again for Katy Magazine. The Baylor alumna 
lives with her wonderful husband, Stephen, and her dog, Oscar. She 
is expecting her first baby in July.

For a classic look, combine 
simple pieces with a splash of 
color throughout the room
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